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Espen Aarseth

“Define Real, Moron!”
Some Remarks on Game Ontologies

Academic language should not be a ghetto dialect at odds with 

ordinary language, but rather an extension that is compatible 

with lay-language. To define ‘game’ with the unrealistic ambi-

tion of satisfying both lay-people and experts should not be a 

major concern for a game ontology, since the field it addresses is 

subject to cultural evolution and diachronic change. Instead of 

the impossible mission of turning the common word into an ana-

lytic concept, a useful task for an ontology of games is to model 

game differences, to show how the things we call games can be 

different from each other in a number of different ways.

Define real moron. I think you’re confusing the terms ‘real’ and 

‘physical’. You’re assuming the medium used justifies whether or 

not people should be respectful. (Discussion on YouTube)

Introduction: The Need for Game Ontologies
As games demand more and more attention in both public and aca-

demic discourse, the need to understand what games are becomes 

increasingly acute. Are games works of art? Are they rule-based sys-

tems? Are they player-driven processes? Are they media? Are games 

just for fun, or can they be as serious as life itself? Games are many 

different things to different people and their societies and practices, 

and, therefore, to different academic disciplines and practices. When 

two or more game researchers are using the word “game”, they may 

or may not be speaking about the same thing.

‘Game’ is primarily an everyday term constructed in layman’s lan-

guage, and to reconstruct it as a precisely defined analytical term is 
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to ask for a lot of trouble. Two simple anecdotes may serve to illus-

trate this problem: When random people were asked on the phone by 

Danish telemarketers what games they played, they would typically 

answer with the name of a lottery service. For them, ‘game’ (Danish 

spil) did not refer to computer games at all, but to national gambling. 

A former student of mine, Malene Erkmann, did a survey of prima-

ry school children and their playing habits. She observed that they 

would use the phrase “playing computer” (“spille computer”) about 

the activity of using an online chat-room. For them, a computer game 

was not needed to play on the computer.

When we as game researchers try to construct formal definitions 

for commonplace, historical terms like game and play, we are in dan-

ger of reducing them to theoretical constructs that have no direct 

relationship with real-world phenomena. The range of phenomena 

recognized as games in everyday language is simply too broad for 

easy theoretical demarcation. Thus, an ontology of games cannot 

productively start with a crisp, formal definition of what a game is, 

but must accept that it means different things to different people, 

and that this is as it should be. Even the sharpest and best of the 

many attempts to define what a game is, such as Jesper Juul’s “clas-

sic game model” (2005:44), falls short of including all forms of games 

that are clearly recognized as games in their cultural contexts and by 

their players, such as live action role-playing games, or informal chil-

dren’s games. Juul wisely acknowledges the limits of his definitional 

model, but does not come up with a broader alternative.

It also seems implausible that the concept of games in an ear-

lier (‘classic’) era was unequivocally identified with Juul’s “classic” 

model. Games have always been a vague cultural category, and at no 

point in history has a concise and exclusive notion of Juulian ‘game-

ness’ (e.g. negotiable consequences, fixed rules) established itself. 

For example, the Ludi Romani entertainment spectacles in ancient 

Rome consisted of parades, dramatic performances, extremely dan-

see video recording of this DIGAREC Keynote-Lecture on:
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gerous chariot races, as well as the famously deadly gladiator games. 

Ludus, it seems, simply meant performative entertainment.

One merely has to consider that ludus is the Latin root of the Eng-

lish word “ludicrous” to realize that ‘game’ and its many cognates 

in other languages denote not only the formal, rule-based contest of 

serious contenders but also the irreverent, informal revels of people 

having fun. If we declare that only the former is hereafter called 

“game”, and the latter something else, e.g. “play”, we are going 

against common language use. The reason for this miscomprehen-

sion in contemporary Game Studies seems to be inspired by Roger 

Caillois, who used ‘ludus’ as a term for his dichotomy between skill 

based, rule-bound gaming and free improvisation, which he labeled 

with the Greek term for play: paidia.

Academic language should not be a ghetto dialect at odds with or-

dinary language, but rather an extension that is compatible with lay-

language. To define ‘game’ with the unrealistic ambition of satisfying 

both lay-people and experts should not be a major concern for a game 

ontology, since the field it addresses is subject to cultural evolution 

and diachronic change. Even if game researchers could manage to 

agree upon a definition, which is not likely to happen, the common 

meaning would remain to challenge our wisdom.

The Word Game
When a new academic field is constructed, some of the work to be 

done will inevitably be to create and find consensus for sound defini-

tions of key terms. However, while there are a number of game defi-

nitions put forward, so far no consensus has been reached. Hover-

ing over this process is the ghost of Ludwig Wittgenstein, who used 

“game” (“Spiel”) as a main example in his Philosophical Investigations 

and concluded that a word like game has no essential definition, but 

is rather a term for a “family” of similar phenomena that share some 

features, but there is not one set of features that all share. The game of 
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defining games – “das Sprachspiel mit dem Worte ‘Spiel’” (Wittgen-

stein 2001:38) – that is played in Game Studies today was thus dis-

missed by Wittgenstein more than fifty years ago.

Not because Wittgenstein claimed it was impossible to define 

games, but because any definition would have to reduce the demar-

cation to something less than games in general, and because defin-

ing games is not really necessary; we know what a game is even if 

we can’t express it clearly, just as we, in Wittgenstein’s poetic ex-

ample, know how a clarinet sounds, even if we are not able to say 

it. Wittgenstein was using the concept of games for a purpose not 

at all invested in game research, but his point is still valid in Game 

Studies. If we as game scholars want to define games in a particular 

way, we reduce the concept to a narrower area than that which is 

indicated by popular language use. Should game scholars be allowed 

to do this? What purpose is being served hereby? There is of course a 

significant difference between defining the general notion of games 

too narrowly, and defining a narrower subset of games more precisely.

‘Games’ is a historical, socially constructed term, and not a theo-

retical one, at least not to begin with. The attempt to define or rede-

fine a historical term theoretically is to instill something imprecise 

with faux-precise meaning, and these acts are wagers in a game of 

power, an attempt to change language and to steer meaning in a par-

ticular direction. The main danger in doing so is that some phenom-

ena that used to be called games now no longer have a name for what 

they are, as demarcations and definitions exclude and marginalize 

that which they do not put in focus. This is fine if no previous usage 

existed, but in the case of games, a number of phenomena will be 

excluded by any specific definition, as Wittgenstein predicted.

Instead of the impossible mission of turning the common word 

‘game’ into an analytic concept, a useful task for an ontology of 

games is to model game differences, to show how the things we call 

games can be different from each other in a number of different ways. 
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For the purpose of this article, I will pragmatically and very broadly 

define games as facilitators that structure player behavior, and whose 

main purpose is enjoyment (Aarseth 2007).

Game ontological research is one of a number of possible ap-

proaches to games. It is a descriptive rather than a normative ap-

proach, but a successful game ontology should be able to support 

normative approaches such as game criticism or game design theory 

by providing a precise language and models with which to analyze 

and map the landscape of possible games and their key formal dif-

ferences. While game criticism may be concerned with qualitative 

aspects of games, and game ontology with formal aspects, the criti-

cal analysis of games will benefit from a formal, model-based under-

standing of the object in question. In return, the game ontologist can 

benefit from the experience gained by the game critic’s application 

of the ontological model. The same should be the case for other de-

scriptive approaches, such as the psychological study of game ef-

fects or sociological studies of how games are used by actual players. 

When, for instance, ‘media effects’-researchers lack a clear under-

standing of the formal qualities of the games they base their clinical 

observations on, misinterpretation and invalid results typically follow.

One example is from the literature on the effects of violent games, 

where Anderson and Dill (2000) compared two games, MYST (1993) 

and WOLFENSTEIN 3D (1992), without taking into account that a lot 

of factors besides violence differed between the two games, such as 

gameworld structure, navigation mode and temporal intensity. With 

so many factors unaccounted for, the findings of their research were 

worthless. Simply put, Anderson and Dill ignored the functional, me-

chanical dimension of video games and based their selection only 

on the semiotic dimension. To avoid such a fundamental blunder, a 

game ontology might have been used to select two games that are 

functionally identical except for the violence (say, a fast-paced sports 

game and a shooter game), thus, it would have been possible to iso-

late the one factor to be studied.
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Similarly, game sociologists studying player freedom and influ-

ence over the game world in Massively Multiplayer Online-games 

(MMOs) may benefit from a formal model describing exactly how one 

game allows more intervention, social communication and personal 

configuration than another, thus avoiding potentially overbroad con-

clusions that would apply to some but not all MMOs. Also, a game 

designer may benefit from a model that lets them see and construct 

previously unused combinations of common game features, such as 

the combination of practices found in adventure games and team-

based strategy games, but never before seen in the same game.

The empirical scope of this essay is entertainment games in vir-

tual environments; that is, games that feature tactical positions in 

a virtual landscape as a gameplay component, and typically do not 

have any other purpose than entertainment. I find terms such as ‘vid-

eo games’, ‘computer games’ and ‘digital games’ arbitrarily limiting 

and henceforth will not use them, since the games that are relevant 

to my argument could be without a visual (while still having a spa-

tial) interface, such as sound-based 3D-games for the blind, or non-

graphical (text only) games like COLOSSAL CAVE ADVENTURE 

(1976) and ZORK I: THE GREAT UNDERGROUND ADVENTURE 

(1980). Likewise, there are many mechanical games that also use 

digital technology for some part of their operation, e.g. later genera-

tions of pinball machines. Games that have ulterior purposes (such 

as for example learning) or games that have a physical rather than a 

virtual playing ground or interface – such as soccer or GUITAR HERO 

(2005) – or no significant playing ground at all but tokens only (such 

as e.g. blackjack or poker) may or may not be framed by this discus-

sion. I do not make any such claims regarding their relevance.

The word ‘ontology’ can have several meanings. It can refer to the 

most general branch of metaphysics, concerned with the study of be-

ing and existence. More specifically, it can refer to a particular theory 

of being. In the field of computer science, it refers to a formal descrip-

tion of a domain, including definitions of objects and relationships. 
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Typically, game ontologies are ontologies in the 3rd, computer-sci-

ence sense: They describe what games are (and what they are made 

of): the fundamental building blocks and their relations. However, 

as we shall see, a game ontology can also address the philosophical 

questions of being and existence, such as the relationship between, 

real, virtual and fictional phenomena in games.

A Brief Overview of Formal Computer  
Game Ontologies
An early attempt to map the possibility space of so-called “interac-

tive fiction” (another name for text-only adventure games) was made 

by Richard Ziegfeld (1989): He listed a number of technical and inter-

face elements (“simulation”, “interaction” etc.) and suggested how 

they could be combined. While his terms were typically too impre-

cisely defined and too overlapping to form a truly useful ontology, he 

deserves recognition as probably the first computer game ontologist, 

inspiring later work such as Aarseth (1995). The latter is an attempt 

to build a comprehensive, generative model that can describe games’ 

formal features along a number of dimensions, such as perspective 

(vagrant, omnipresent), teleology (finite, infinite), goals (absolute, rel-

ative) and so on.

Like Ziegfeld’s model, it produces a multidimensional space where 

all games and possible games can be described, but more care is tak-

en to make the dimensions independent and orthogonal. The model 

can be used for both game design, by identifying new combinations 

of structures that can result in new games, and game genre analysis, 

by classifying a number of existing games according to the model, 

and then analyze the data set with an explorative method such as 

correspondence analysis.

Inspired by Christopher Alexander’s concept of Design Patterns, 

Björk and Holopainen (2005) have approached the question of map-

ping game structures onto a large number of game design patterns, 

design elements that can be found in a number of games. One ex-
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ample is the pattern ‘Paper–Scissors–Rock’, which can be found in 

games where the player must choose a weapon or tactic that has 

strengths and weaknesses relative to the other players’ choice. Their 

method is highly specific and yields a large number of patterns, 

which may be beneficial for game designers looking for inspiration, 

but can be challenging to apply in an analysis of a specific game. Jan 

Klabbers (2003) proposes a top-down ontology where a game con-

sists of three main elements ‘Actors’, ‘Rules’ and ‘Resources’. The 

Game Ontology Project by Michael Mateas et al. (gameontology.org) 

is an ongoing project to map structural game elements hierarchically. 

It has four top-level categories, ‘Interface’, ‘Rules’, ‘Entity Manipula-

tion’ and ‘Goals’, and a large number of sub-entries. This ontology 

is mainly a selection of examples, and the hierarchy is at times less 

than intuitive (e.g. why is ‘Entity Manipulation’ a top-level entry, and 

not placed under Rules?).

The main problem facing game ontologists is that of choosing 

the level of description for their game models. Games can differ by 

minute details, and most differences would be too particular to gen-

eralize into a model. Similarly, the list approach taken by the game 

design patterns project invites an endless list of patterns; there is no 

natural stopping point in the model. Another problem is that ontolo-

gies that are useful for one purpose may be much less so for another. 

A general-purpose ontology may therefore end up being much less 

useful than one that has been constructed with a special purpose 

in mind.

What’s in a Game: A Simple Model of  
Game Components
Even within the narrower domain of games in virtual environments 

there are tens, maybe hundreds of thousands of games that are some-

how formally different from each other. A game like TETRIS (1985) 

has almost nothing in common with WORLD OF WARCRAFT (2004), 

or with SUPER MARIO SUNSHINE (2002). Where media formats such 
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as print or film have certain well-defined material characteristics that 

have remained virtually unchanged since they emerged, the rapid 

evolution in games and game technology makes our assumptions 

about their media formats a highly unreliable factor to base a theory 

on. We simply cannot assume that the parameters of interface, me-

dium structure and use will provide a materially stable base for our 

observations the way the codex paperback has remained the mate-

rial frame for students of literature for more than five hundred years. 

In ten years’ time, the most popular games, played by tens if not 

hundreds of millions of people, may have interfaces that could be 

completely different from the MMOs of today.

The lack of a stable material frame of reference is not necessarily a 

problem, however, since it actually allows us to see beyond the mate-

rial conditions and formulate a descriptive theory with much larger 

empirical scope, both synchronically and diachronically. Indeed, a 

trans-material ontology of games may also be used to frame phenom-

ena we normally don’t think of as games, for example art installations 

and other forms of software. In my theory of cybertext (Aarseth 1997), 

I presented a general model of what I called ‘ergodic’ communica-

tion, which included all works or systems that require active input 

or a generative real-time process in order to produce a semiotic se-

quence. I used games as a main example of these ‘cybernetic texts’.

As I pointed out, it is fundamental for these systems that they con-

sist of two independent levels, the internal code and the semiotic, 

external expression (ibid:40). This distinction was inspired by Stuart 

Moulthrop’s (1991) observation that hypertexts contain a ‘hypotext’, 

the hidden, mechanical system of connections driving the choices 

presented to the hypertext reader. This duality is the most funda-

mental key to the understanding of how games work, how they sig-

nify, and how they are different from other signifying systems such 

as literary fiction and film:
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what goes on at the external level can be fully understood only 

in light of the internal. […] To complicate matters, two different 

code objects might produce virtually the same expression object, 

and two different expression objects might result from the same 

code object under virtually identical circumstances. The possibili-

ties for unique or unintentional sign behavior are endless (Aarseth 

1997:40).

This structural relationship should not be confused with the notions 

of form and content, e.g. syntax and semantics, or signifier and signi-

fied. Both the internal code and the external skin exist concretely and 

in parallel, independently and not as aspects of each other. To con-

flate surface/machine with signifier/signified is a common misunder-

standing made by semioticians and other aesthetic theorists who are 

only used to study the single material layer of literature and film. To-

gether with gameplay, we propose that semiotics and mechanics are 

the key elements of which any virtual environment game consists.

Mechanics and semiotics together make up the Game Object, which 

is a type of information object, and when a player engages this object 

the third component, gameplay, is realized. The Game Object should 

not be confused with the material object we buy in a game store. 

Gameplay
(games as process)

Game Structure/Mechanics

Game World/Semiotics

Fig. 1: A simple division of the empirical object into three main components
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This is a software package that may contain many kinds of informa-

tion objects besides one or several games. For instance, when using 

MAX PAYNE (2001), we are exposed to animated movie sequences 

and comic book sequences in addition to the gameplay.

To use a cliché, game software often contains “more than just a 

game”. – The Game Object is the part of the software that allows 

us to play. The semiotic layer of the Game Object is the part of the 

game that informs the player about the game world and the game 

state through visual, auditory, textual and sometimes haptic feed-

back. The mechanical layer of the game object (its game mechanics) 

is the engine that drives the game action, allows the players to make 

their moves, and changes the game state. The tokens or objects that 

the player is allowed to operate on can also be called game objects 

(plural); these are all discrete elements that can enter into various 

permanent or temporary relations and configurations determined by 

the game mechanics.

Game objects are dual constructs of both semiotics and mechan-

ics. Some games may have a player manifested in the game as a 

game object, typically called an avatar. Other games may simply al-

low the player to manipulate the game objects directly through user 

input. A typical example of the latter is TETRIS, where the game 

objects are blocks of six different shapes, and which the player ma-

nipulates, one by one, with the simple movement mechanics of move 

left or right, or turn left or right. – To illustrate the duality of semiotics 

and mechanics, consider the two simple internet games THE HOW-

ARD DEAN FOR IOWA GAME (2004) and KABOOM! – THE SUICIDE 

BOMBER GAME (2002).
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Fig. 2: THE HOWARD DEAN FOR IOWA GAME (Screenshot)

Fig. 3: KABOOM! – THE SUICIDE BOMBER GAME (Screenshot)
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In DEAN FOR IOWA, the player must flash an election campaign 

sign at the right moment to attract the maximum number of people’s 

attention. In KABOOM! the player must detonate the bomb at the 

right moment to kill and injure the maximum number of people. In 

both games, the player’s character can run bi-directionally on a busy 

street where people walk back and forth at different speeds, and the 

points are scored in the same way, by pressing a button at the op-

timal time. Mechanically, these two games are identical. In terms of 

semiotics and meaning, they could hardly be more dissimilar. Even 

so, are they the same game, despite the very different references to 

the world outside?

As we move from observing the games as played by others and 

become players ourselves, the different visuals fade into the back-

ground and the engagement with the game becomes an obsession 

with the game goals and mechanics, a narrowly targeted exercise 

where the number of points scored becomes the dominant value, not 

the sight of convinced voters or dead, mangled bodies. While suicide 

bombing might be too disagreeable for many players, scoring points 

by symbolically killing virtual enemies is typically not.

So the reason why we as players are able to enjoy symbolic killing 

is that the internal value system of scoring points takes precedence 

over the violent symbolism of the external reference. When I started 

playing the online team part of RETURN TO CASTLE WOLFEN-

STEIN (2001), where players choose between German and US ava-

tars, because of my family history from wartime Norway, where both 

my grandfathers were affected by the Nazi occupation, I was very 

hesitant to play as a German WWII soldier. However, as the game be-

came familiar, I came to enjoy the defensive role afforded by the Ger-

man position of my favorite map, and my initial reluctance vanished. 

A total decoupling between external and internal value systems had 

taken place.
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The mechanical layer of a game is of course not completely devoid 

of any ideological meaning, but it will, through players playing, cre-

ate its own ideological discourse, through a reinterpretation of the 

game’s semiotics, which de-emphasizes the ideological meanings 

and interpretations that non-players will produce upon seeing the 

game semiotics for the first time.

Neither would it be correct to suggest that the production of game 

meaning is a deterministic process uni-directionally produced by the 

game system. Players typically fight and disagree over games, and 

this conflict discourse is an integral part of what a game is. Gameplay 

is inherently ambiguous (Sutton-Smith 1997), and playing a game is 

a constant renegotiation of what playing means and how important 

it is.

Games are real to the players playing, but in different ways, and 

the ambiguous reality of games allows different interpretations. “It 

is just a game” is the eternal protest heard when player A feels that 

player B takes the game too seriously. But player A would not have 

felt the need to remind player B of this seemingly trivial fact, if it had 

been trivially true at all times. A game is never ‘just a game’, it is 

always also a ground or occasion to discover, contest and negotiate 

what the game really is, what the game means.

Confusing the Real with the Physical
On March 4th 2006, a group of people is meeting for a memorial ser-

vice for a recently deceased friend at her favorite fishing spot, a lake 

in a remote place called ‘Winterspring’. As the group forms a long 

line down towards the water, Mozart’s Requiem is playing. Not far 

away, another group is running through a tunnel, then out into the 

open valley, to the tune of horror punk band The Misfits’ “Where 

 Eagles Dare” from 1979. When the running group reaches the proces-

sion, they start slaughtering the mourners, who are dressed in black, 

and, not carrying weapons, not in a state to fight back. Soon, all the 

mourners are dead, their bodies strewn across the landscape.
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This event took place in the MMO WORLD OF WARCRAFT, after 

one of the players had died of a stroke a few days earlier. The two 

groups were opposing “guilds”, player organizations that would fight 

each other as part of the normal gameplay. The event was announced 

on the web forum of the game, and the attacking guild, called “Seren-

ity Now,” made an in-game footage film about the attack and posted 

it on YouTube, with parts of text from the forum reactions to the event.

Perhaps more interesting than both the event itself and the video 

production was the ensuing debate, typically between players who 

were either amused or abhorred by the incident:

– I know a real girl died but it wasn’t a real funeral, I bet most 

people didn’t even knew her in real life

– Define real moron. I think you’re confusing the terms ‘real’ and 

‘physical’. You’re assuming the medium used justifies whether or 

not people should be respectful.

– I’m not being insensetive [sic] or disrespectful at all. I just find 

it stupid how people are getting pissed at people playing a game 

that revolves around fighting other players, the way it’s meant to 

be played… Which is what happened.

– Even know [sic] it was mean it was really god damn funny.

This example may serve as a perfect illustration of how the same in-

game event can be interpreted both as a serious act of commemora-

tion interrupted by harassment, and as playing a game “the way it’s 

meant to be played”. Situations like these are typical for any kind 

of game where it is possible for players to interpret events in more 

than one way. The players’ subsequent discussion in the YouTube 

comments field shows how the ambiguity of games and gaming 

situations can produce profound ontological and ethical reflections: 
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Why must “real” always mean ‘physical’? Is it not a real commemo-

ration when it takes place in a virtual game world? Should players 

feel justified in disrupting events like these, just because the game 

rules do not stop them? The profoundly bipolar and irreconciliatory 

disagreement between the players who found the incident perfectly 

acceptable and even funny, and those who found it utterly distaste-

ful suggests that sentiments and attitudes towards events in virtual 

environments are far from universal or developed into a common ide-

ology, if it ever will be.

Online games are among the first intellectual tools for exploring 

what it means to communicate ‘in cyberspace’, and is therefore of-

ten used as a metaphor for the online social experience. In Vernor 

Vinge’s classic novella True Names from 1981, for example, a group 

of hackers conspire against an oppressive government via a fantasy-

based online virtual world. Vinge captures very accurately the experi-

ence of future multiplayer games such as EVERQUEST (1999) as he 

explores the social dynamics of online game culture.

The Implied Game: The Phenomenology of the  
Game Object
The game object, as mentioned above, is not a material entity, but a 

phenomenological one. Players cannot comprehend the game object 

directly, and so must project or construct an ideal game object in its 

stead. There are several reasons for this: A game session is the result 

of combinatorially determined choices both on the part of the player 

and the game; the player cannot access a general play session (un-

like watching a movie or reading a novel) but only particular ones; 

actions taken preclude other potential actions, etc. Still, the player is 

aware of playing the same game object, but never exhaustively, and 

thus, they cannot claim complete knowledge about an ideal game 

object, only that such knowledge may in principle exist. This object 

we may then call the ‘implied game object’.
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In very simple games, such as TETRIS, the difference between 

the implied game object and the actual game object (the object the 

player actually encounters) is not great. TETRIS is an extremely 

simple game (like all puzzle games with very simple geometry) in 

the sense that it is perfectly solvable given enough time (which is 

what the player, increasingly, is denied). In other words, in the case 

of  TETRIS there is almost no complexity, which means that the es-

sence of  TETRIS is revealed in virtually any particular game session. 

TETRIS’ implied game object, then, is very close, but not identical to, 

the actual game object encountered by most players.

An implied game object does not exist, but is imagined by the 

player as what the game is, or ought to be. A game riddled with soft-

ware bugs, for example, is perceived as merely the flawed, actual 

version of an uncompleted, implied game. We conceptualize the real 

game as being without the annoying bugs, and the present version 

as a premature, unwanted stand-in version for the real (implied) thing.

In games with a higher level of complexity, the difference between 

actual game object and implied game object increases. Players are 

aware of the partial nature of their experience, the numerous strate-

gies and paths not taken, and the fact that the game may contain 

mysteries they will never encounter, solutions outside their reach, 

tactics beyond their skill level. The implied game contains all these 

secret moments that the actual game may never reveal. Even for de-

terministic games with simple rules, such as John Conway’s Game of 

Life, or Chess, the complexity of massively parallel actions or mutu-

ally exclusive moves makes the gameplay practically indeterminate.

Game ontology is a necessary first step in the slow process of 

making sense of games and gaming. It is not possible to say any-

thing about games without a game ontology as basis, but this simply 

means that unspoken, poorly conceived notions about what games 

are will always be an alternative to the more sophisticated ontologies 

of games. As this article no doubt shows, we are still scratching the 

surface of ludic understanding, and it does not take much imagina-

tion to predict that better ontologies will succeed the current ones.
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ABSTRACT 
Within both game studies and development communities, it is often argued that a game’s 
processes (rules and goals) are of primary significance when considering a game’s 
meaning. In opposition to this position, some claim that this approach denies player 
subjectivity by ignoring the dynamic, culturally-embedded ways in which players create, 
rather than receive, meaning through play. This paper clarifies the proceduralist position 
by exploring a notion of the procedural that necessarily includes the individual player as 
part of a circuit in which a computational machine is able to operate meaningfully. From 
this point, procedural rhetoric is reframed in the language of semiotics to demonstrate that 
the proceduralist position respects player autonomy and expects meaning to result from 
the harmonious alignment between the authorial sign system and the many cultural sign 
systems within which the player is embedded. 

Keywords 
Procedural rhetoric, videogame interpretation, game design 

INTRODUCTION 
It is often argued that a game’s processes (rules and goals) are an essential aspect of a 
game and should be of primary consideration when creating a videogame. An early 
example of this can be seen in Chris Crawford’s claim that since information processing 
is unique to computer-based media, and that interactivity is of primary significance to 
games, a videogame should strive to maximize the ratio between a game’s processes 
(code, algorithms) and its instantial assets (hand crafted video, text, etc.) (Crawford 
1982). In more recent years, game designers such as Rod Humble and Brenda Romero 
have argued that “a game needs nothing else apart from its rules to succeed as a work of 
art (Humble 2006).” This perspective that understands games as a system of rules has 
been referred to as proceduralist (Bogost 2009; Treanor et al. 2011). 

Some argue that this approach toward understanding games does not account for the rich 
and varied ways in which people actually play with games. Wilson writes “framing game 
design as the art of ‘system design’ makes the critical mistake of focusing too intently on 
the media object itself (Wilson 2012).” Stenros and Waern lament that “games are most 
often seen as systems. This has made the play activity an under-explored area of game 
studies (Stenros and Waern 2011).” Taylor writes about how rules in games are created, 
negotiated and changed by players to create their own meanings: “it’s not that play is 
either rule or nonrule based but a question of whose rules in which contexts (Taylor 
2006).” These authors and more believe that a system centric view of games treats games 
as static artifacts rather than social or personal activities and it is these phenomena that 
are essential to understand if one is to understand a game. 
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Framed in this way, two points of view can be identified: one perspective privileging the 
notion of game as systems of rules, and the other emphasizing how individuals and 
communities create meaning through play. As with most dichotomies, it is fairly easy to 
present the extreme of each perspective and make them seem ridiculous. Sicart takes this 
approach in his essay that condemns a process centric (or proceduralist) approach for 
being totalitarian because such a designer prescripts a player’s choices before he or she 
ever makes them (Sicart 2011). Rather than simply continue a debate on this subject that 
presents simplistic and uncharitable views of the opposing camp, this paper is meant to 
provide a practical theoretical foundation for the proceduralist position that will help 
clarify the position. Also, with a stronger theoretical foundation, it is hoped that both 
players and designers can better understand the process centric meaning of games. 

BROADENING PROCEDURALITY 
The proceduralist position strives to understand a game’s meaning in the context of the 
processes that its system affords. This perceptive can be contrasted with sociological 
perspectives that strive to understand a game in terms of player communities, or other 
accounts of games that describe how its meaning is situated in culture and history. While 
these other perspectives are valuable, the proceduralist strives to understand the inner 
workings of the game as a machine to which meaning is ascribed by players. The 
proceduralist project might be seen as sharing similarities with the New Criticism 
movement which strove to understand how language can be charged with meaning, 
without relying on authorial intention, individual experiences, or historical context. 
Another connection can be found in the movement’s founding goal of making criticism 
become “more scientific, or precise and systematic (Ransom 1938).” To the proceduralist, 
creating and understanding games requires understanding system dynamics, which 
necessarily involves precise and systematic investigation into the precise operations that 
drive a game’s system. 

The claim that a game is meaningful through its processes is far from clear. The field of 
artificial intelligence has struggled with related issues when trying to determine what it 
means for a system to be intelligent (Agre 1997; Mateas 2001). One perspective sees 
computational intelligence as problem solving through the manipulation of internal 
symbols (mentalist AI) and the other sees it as activity in an embodied environment 
(interactionist AI). The mentalist perspective lends itself toward creating systems that 
focus on solving problems using approaches associated with activities that happen inside 
the mind (e.g. forming goals, planning, etc.). In contrast, the interactionist perspective 
focuses on agents that acknowledge and react to context (e.g. exhibit reactivity and 
improvisation). For a mentalist, the interactionist will have a hard time building systems 
that engage in complex symbolic behavior (e.g. language use) without recourse to 
concepts of symbolic representation. For an interactionist, the mentalist will have a hard 
time building systems that take physical action in the world because of an overemphasis 
on the manipulation of internal symbols. 

This debate from the field of artificial intelligence helps identify what is at stake in this 
debate in games research. Parallels can be drawn between the mentalist and the 
proceduralist positions and the play-centric and interactionist positions. Where 
interactionists accused the mentalist approaches of attempting to create a notion of 
intelligence that existed without context, those of the play-centric perspective are 
concerned that proceduralists are striving to create games that are meaningful without 
players (Pratt 2012). The reaction has been is to deemphasize the importance and role of 
procedural rhetoric in games. The proceduralist is concerned that the play-centric 
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perspective overstates the freedom of players at the expense of the still to be explored 
field of procedural rhetoric. 

Before we start choosing sides, we should remember that these characterizations do not 
necessarily describe the practice of any particular game designer or researcher. Those of 
the play-centric, interactionist-leaning position certainly would not deny that the space of 
possible actions unconstrained by the game system (reified as program code in 
videogames). Likewise, the proceduralist does not believe that player activity is irrelevant 
have no significance to the meaning of a game. However, these exaggerated positions do 
serve as warnings as to where errors might be made without theoretical diligence.  

In this spirit, the following thought experiment will present the design process of an 
imagined naive proceduralist that falls prey to the dangers that those dissatisfied with the 
proceduralist approach warn of. By identifying possible faults of an approach that 
privileges a game’s processes, a more subtle proceduralist approach that acknowledges 
the importance of players will be presented. 

The Naive Proceduralist 
The following is a caricature of the design process of an imagined process-centric, or 
proceduralist, designer. Through this exaggerated position, several possible problematic 
conceptions about how processes convey meaning can be extracted. 

We begin by imagining a game developer that wants to make a game about some domain 
like global warming. First, the designer decides what message he wants players to walk 
away with. Let’s say he wants to advocate that government regulation of carbon 
emissions is the best way to prevent global catastrophe. Because this designer is a 
“proceduralist,” he now goes about trying to harness the “unique” potential of 
videogames to express messages through gameplay, rather than through just telling 
players a message as would be done in traditional media like literature and film. It is 
important to the proceduralist that players experience messages rather than simply be 
presented with information. Because he wants to advocate for the regulation of carbon 
emissions, he puts the player in the role of someone who can, at least symbolically, 
exercise this sort of power: the leader of a country. 

Now the designer imagines that he just needs to get the player to choose to create the 
regulations in the game. This implies that the player must have the gameplay option of 
creating this regulation and once the regulation is applied, the problems of global 
warming will begin to subside. To give an incentive to choose this action, the designer 
creates some rules that cause water levels to rise at the start of the game. If the player 
doesn’t manage to curb this trend, by putting into place regulations on carbon emissions, 
the game will end in failure. With this imagined dynamic, the designer feels comfortable 
that a player should decide to enact the regulation or lose the game. And with this, the 
designer feels content that the game is representing his desired message through 
processes, and he can start ornamenting the game with additional gameplay as well as 
instantial assets that represent the game state. Perhaps the designer repeats this process of 
imagining a message, constructing a scenario where the player is expected to enact some 
choice that embodies some message, creating a game that presents several messages 
through its processes. 

Several problems arise from this naive approach. First of all, the complexity and quality 
of the supposed procedural messages can hardly be said to stand up to the expectations of 
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the proceduralist evangelists, as even if this game succeeded in representing the 
designer’s intent to a player, it is not clear that the resulting game is any more impactful 
or relevant than a short paragraph of text describing that carbon emissions are related to 
global warming. Also, this gameplay experience is lacking one of the most essential 
rhetorical strategies a game can employ: providing a high agency experience for the 
player (Treanor and Mateas 2009). The player’s limited choices are not likely leave the 
player feeling like he can take the actions that the domain suggests. Especially 
considering a hotly contested subject like global warming, one would expect that a game 
would allow players to explore the moving parts of this issue, rather than be told a 
didactic message. While it may be the case that, as described, the imagined player 
wouldn’t have any reason not to take the intended action of enacting the regulation, it 
seems more likely that a player would feel compelled to outright stop playing the game 
than be forced to choose among limited actions when other possibilities for action 
obvious to the player have been so overtly excluded from the game. And surely, if a game 
is never played, there’s no sense in which the game can be said to convey a message.  

This straw man design process literally prescribes what a player will do and why. Implicit 
is tacit agreement with Sicart’s claim that “Proceduralists believe that… behaviors can be 
predicted, even contained, by the rules, and therefore the meaning of the game, and of 
play, evolves from the way the game has been created and not how it is played (Sicart 
2011).” But as Nelson points out, this condemnation to a proceduralist approach can be 
seen instead as “opposition, aesthetically and/or politically, to certain kinds of unsubtle, 
didactic rhetoric in general—of which unsubtle, didactic procedural rhetoric is one 
variety among many (Nelson 2012).” But what does a less didactic design process look 
like? Surely, a design and interpretive method that can take account of how meaning 
arises through interaction with a game system must have a more thorough account of both 
the role of the player and of computational processes than this naive proceduralist. 

The Game as Mechanism 
Avoiding the pitfalls described above while still maintaining the priorities of the 
proceduralist perspective involves creating a conception of a game’s meaning that 
accounts for both player subjectivity and the system properties that constrain what it is 
possible for a player to do. In his writings challenging commonly held notions of the 
metaphysics of computation, Brian Cantwell Smith writes that “computing is best 
understood as a dialectical interplay of meaning and mechanism (Cantwell Smith 2010).” 
For Cantwell Smith, when people casually conceive of computers as processing 
information or manipulating symbols, they do not do “justice to [the] concrete empirical 
practice” in which computation exists “in the wild.” In other words, while these notions 
may be expedient or seem like good characterizations to programmers, they do not 
accurately describe how computation actually functions when situated in the world. His 
solution is to frame computation as being characterized by a dialectical relationship 
between a mechanism and how an interpreter ascribes meaning to it. 

Cantwell Smith’s objection to traditional conceptions of computation can also applied to 
the naïve proceduralist position. For instance, when a designer describes that because a 
player will cause some represented entity A to collide with B, causing B to be removed, 
the player will understand that A destroyed B, this does not describe the situated process 
by which players actually find the game meaningful in the world, but only reiterates the 
intention of the designer. Borrowing from Cantwell Smith’s characterization of 
computation, a proceduralist should assume that a game’s meaning arises from the 
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dialectical interplay between the game as mechanism and the meaning ascribed to it by 
the player. 

The mechanism of a game can be best understood as the enframing aspects of the game 
that a player does not change during play. For videogames, this will include the game’s 
code and physical interface elements, where for analog games this might include the rule 
set, tokens and physical conditions that are prerequisite to the game’s operation (e.g. a 
table to rest the game board upon). Modding practice and house rules can change the 
enframing aspect of a game, but this occurs outside of play. And if it does occur during 
play, then there is a broader enframing aspect (mechanism) which doesn’t change during 
play. This notion of a game’s mechanism is different than what is commonly referred to 
as a game’s mechanics. When someone says they like the jump mechanic in a game, they 
are already interpreting a part of the game’s mechanism as representing a jump. The most 
important thing to recognize about a mechanism is that it is meaningless until it is 
encountered by players. For instance, the code inside of a machine may have been created 
by a programmer with a certain output in mind, and he may be able to tell stories about 
how it operates, but this concept of a game as mechanism strives to ensure a strict 
separation between the game as machine and the meaning that players ascribe to it. In 
other words, until the audience encounters and interprets a game, the code can be treated 
as nothing more than abstract causal flows that each interpreter ascribes meaning to. 

It is worth nothing that understanding a game’s mechanism is different than looking at 
the source code. Parts of a game’s code may be necessary for it to function but don’t 
contribute directly to interpretations. For example, knowing the precise way collision 
detection is computed may not directly impact the meaning players ascribe to a game, 
while the fact that a game employs collision detection at all is highly relevant to meaning 
ascription (see the discussion of graphical logics in (Mateas and Wardrip-Fruin 2009)). 
By constructing an analysis of how a game is operational based on player experience, 
rather than studying the source code and algorithms that comprise it, the player and critic 
are forced to focus on the relationship between mechanism and meaning. 

The Proper Proceduralist 
We can now describe a more nuanced conception of a proceduralist game that accounts 
for the subjectivity of its players. For a proceduralist to succeed in creating a game that is 
meaningful through its processes, players must ascribe meaning to the game as machine. 
Without interpreters, a process inside a digital computer can amount to no more than 
abstract causal flows of electrons. Likewise, the mechanisms of physical games, like 
football or board games, are not meaningful until a player puts them into operation by 
ascribing them meaning. Game rules must be first interpreted by players and then 
understood as the vehicles of metaphors about some domain. The ways in which players 
will narrate the operation of the machine will be arise from an interplay between the 
preexisting beliefs about the represented entities (visuals, sound, story) and the ways that 
these entities are manipulated by the game’s processes. 

Viewed in this way, a proceduralist cannot be accused of treating players as mere 
“activators of the process that sets the meanings contained in the game in motion (Sicart 
2011).” On the contrary, it is impossible for game designers to embed any meaning at all 
inside of a game, as they have no power over how players choose to narrate the operation 
of the game as machine. Furthermore, if the game does not afford interaction that the 
player finds meaningful in the greater scope of their life, the player will most likely seek 
something else to engage with, and cease to play. If the processes never even occur, it is 
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incoherent to argue that the game as mechanism without narration contains meaning. If a 
proceduralist wants to create a game with some specific meaning, it is important that the 
game actually have players that want to engage with it such that they naturally create the 
processes that align with the authorial intent. 

Using the language of semiotics, Mateas characterizes how systems signify by stating 
“Every system is doubled, consisting of both a computational and rhetorical machine 
(Mateas 2003).” Each machine is productive of its own signs that audiences synthesize 
into what they consider the system to mean. The rhetorical machine refers to the many 
sign systems in the world. These are the systems of signification that the author has no 
control over such as cultural considerations and personal history. The computational 
machine is then described of being made up of two semiotic systems which are 
productive of different syntagms. The first system (system1) is the system architecture. 
This is comprised of the data structures and algorithms that manipulate them. In a game 
like The Sims, part of system1 would be the artificial intelligence system that manages the 
agent’s needs (such as hunger, hygiene etc.). Notice how this characterization of the AI 
system already involves interpretation as the concepts of managing, agents and needs are 
not inherent in the system itself, but instead narrations of system1 that the author uses to 
create content for. Thus, the author’s understanding of this system will constrain and 
afford what content (syntagm1) he is able to create for the system. For example, because 
The Sims’ AI system is able to conceived of as modeling physiological needs, the game’s 
authors/programmers were able to create and tune particular representations of needs. 

The second system, system2, refers to the system in operation in front of a player. 
System2 is the instantiation of the syntagm1‘s as they execute. System2 is productive of its 
own syntagm2’s (e.g. specific traces of behavior in a play through the game). These 
syntagms make heavy use of handled signs such as the customary meaning of animations, 
language spoken by the characters, etc., which are not strictly represented in the system. 
Syntagms2 are not amenable to perfect prediction as the sign systems of the rhetorical 
machine are always out of the creator’s grasp. 

A proceduralist, then, is someone who can both understand how to create systems that 
they can reliably author for, and anticipate the ways in which cultural context is going to 
influence the output of the system once it is running in the wild. Predicting how a player 
might encounter system2 is the most difficult problem of procedural rhetoric. Producing a 
game that expresses an intended meaning will always involve iterating upon the design of 
system1, as informed by investigations into the systems of the rhetorical machine that will 
ultimately interact with system2 to produce the artifact’s signification (syntagm2). This 
process will always be imperfect as the systems of the rhetorical machine are irreducible 
and impossible to formalize.  

One strategy for attempting to understand or account for player subjectivity can be seen 
in Gingold’s concept of the “human play machine (Gingold 2009).” Designer’s can 
imagine players as a complicated system that can afford many types of interaction, or 
play capacities, with system2. For example, a player might consider their senses, culture, 
language, emotions, imagination, etc. when choosing how to act. While Gingold’s 
concept may be seen as systematizing players, the number of play capacities far exceeds 
the number of considerations that a designer can practically have. The goal is to account 
for as many as possible. Without carefully considering the many ways that a player might 
engage a game, a designer makes the mistake of reducing players to pieces of the game as 
machine, rather than individuals. It is imprudent for a designer to make this mistake, as it 
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is unlikely that players will choose to engage a game that does not respect their 
autonomy. 

Previous work argued that consistent and comprehensive accountability of a game’s 
processes is a primary value of proceduralist design (Treanor et al. 2011). If there are 
aspects of a game that do not contribute, or even worst detract, from a designer’s intended 
representation, it is less likely that players will regard the game in a desired way. While 
for visual rhetoric this is commonly accepted (e.g. offensive imagery for no purpose will 
distract from the desired representation), games will often have processes that are not 
accounted for or even prevent the desired interpretation from being possible. One 
example of this can be seen in Bioshock where the game’s ambitious narrative critique of 
a philosophy is undermined by violent and conventional gameplay. 

Jason Rohrer’s Passage is an example of a proceduralist game that many people have 
found meaningful. Passage “presents an entire life, from young adulthood through old 
age and death, in the span of five minutes (Rohrer 2007).” According to Rohrer, each 
game mechanic had specific representational authorial intent and the game is considered 
to be one of the founding games of what has been called the proceduralist style (Bogost 
2009). The game’s success can be attributed to Rohrer’s ability to design the game such 
that players naturally interpret the rules as meaningful as culturally situated individuals. It 
isn’t the case that authorial intent is actually embedded in the game and players merely 
activate the flow of signification, players actively create and negotiate meaning as 
independent subjects. What makes this a proceduralist game is that the ways that most 
players find the game meaningful involves the procedural aspects and these 
interpretations happen to align with Rohrer’s stated intentions about how the rules of the 
game were meant to be metaphorical (Fagone 2008; Rohrer 2007). In the semiotic 
language, Rohrer was able to author for a system1 (graphical logics) that when put into 
operation, creating system2, and put into contact with the sign systems of the world, were 
able to produce syntagm2’s that aligned with the intentions of the authored syntagm1’s.  

Contributing factors for Passage’s success are the high level of agency achieved by 
limiting the fidelity of the interaction and visuals (Mateas 2006) and music that sets an 
introspective tone. However, other factors have less to do with the artifact itself, but more 
to do with the cultural milieu of the time. When Passage was released, film critic Roger 
Ebert had recently declared that games could never be art (Ebert 2005). While these 
historical and cultural considerations are not the focus of a proceduralist perspective, they 
can still have a strong effect on how games are meaningful to players. In this case, Rohrer 
became the foil to Ebert in an ongoing debate about the deserved cultural status of games 
and this debate likely brought brought attention and authenticity to Rohrer’s work. 

In summary, a proceduralist is someone who treats a game’s processes as primary when 
considering a game’s meaning. A proceduralist must accept that the only aspect of the 
game that they have direct control over is the game as mechanism and that the meaning of 
the artifact is ultimately produced through the dialectical interplay between the 
mechanism and ways that players ascribe meaning to it. 

CONCLUSION 
This account of a proceduralist position is intended to address two misconceptions about 
the role of procedurality in a game’s meaning. First, the concept of a process centric 
design and interpretive perspective has come under attack from those who believe that it 
prescripts player choice and denies player subjectivity. Second, some who might be said 
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to have a proceduralist approach may not recognize the difficulties of procedural 
representation. 

A naive proceduralist believes that because rules are present, a player will find them 
meaningful. A proper proceduralist recognizes that determining meaning is an irreducible 
task that will necessarily involve the individual players who synthesize the meaning 
themselves as individual subjects. Play centric perspectives are helpful in that they 
remind us just how varied the perspectives can be with which someone might approach a 
game, but they do not help us better understand and innovate on the mechanisms that 
underlie the play activity. 

The main purpose of indentifying and advocating for a proceduralist perspective is to 
enable creators to make new kinds of games, and players to understand new aspects of the 
world. Particularly when creating a proceduralist game, the designer must consider the 
rhetorical significance of the process oriented aspects of the artifact that they are 
considering that are difficult to grasp. It is arguably much easier to capture visual and 
aural renderings of perspectives than it is to render the principles that help shape 
experience. With games, the proceduralist sees an opportunity to attempt to represent the 
procedural aspects of reality that are difficult to express with other media. 
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